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Abstract

We investigate the inbound containers scheduling problem for automated sorter
systems, in two different industries: parcel & postal and baggage handling. We build
on existing literature, particularly on the dynamic load balancing algorithm designed
for the parcel hub scheduling problem. We adapt the existing algorithm to a new
industry, i.e., baggage handling, and develop it to cover more realistic operational
conditions. Furthermore, we provide two extensions to our advanced dynamic load
balancing algorithm, and conduct computational studies on different system layouts
and given different scenarios. We analyse the efficiency of different scheduling ap-
proaches in different industries and different operational settings. One of the exten-
sions that we propose is the delayability extension. We use this extension for the
baggage handling industry in combination with currently used scheduling approaches.
We find that it significantly improves the performance of these scheduling approaches.

Keywords: Online scheduling; assignment problems; parcel & postal; baggage hand-
ling; sorter systems, inbound operations.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we focus on sorter systems that are a main component of Automated
Material Handling Systems (AMHSs) used in the baggage handling and parcel & postal
industries. We exploit the commonalities between the two industries to describe the sorter
systems in a generic way. However, we distinguish the basic physical layout of a sorter
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system (a ‘line configuration’, Figure 1a) from more complex sorter systems with a ‘loop
configuration’ (Figure 1b). We focus on sorter systems with a loop configuration.

(a) Line Configuration (b) Loop Configuration

Figure 1: Basic Physical Configurations of Sorter Systems

Currently, AMHSs suppliers focus on delivering the hardware, software, and mainten-
ance services for sorter systems. However, what customers do before an item is placed
on an infeed (conveyor that transports items onto the main sorter) or after an item has
been retrieved from an outfeed (catchment conveyor after an item has been sorted) is out-
side the suppliers’ scope. Given the fierce competition, AMHSs suppliers are interested
in providing additional services to customers, e.g., providing customers with scheduling
tools to use the sorter systems more efficiently. Such tools allow customers to increase
throughput without installing expensive additional equipment. Customers that require a
new system also benefit because they get a system with performance figures that could
otherwise only be achieved by installing more expensive and space consuming equipment.
Obviously, such services can significantly improve the competitive position of AMHSs’
suppliers, when offering systems with similar performance but lower costs by showing cus-
tomers how to use the equipment efficiently. Therefore, this paper investigates scheduling
tools that could lead to better use of the existing sorter capacity.

Although baggage handling and parcel & postal are two different industries, an interest-
ing similarity is scheduling inbound trailers, ramp carts, and Unit Load Devices (ULDs;
a standard type of container used by airlines all over the world) to the infeeds of the
sorter system. Parcel & postal as well as baggage handling system-users typically apply
a kind of first-come-first-served (FCFS) policy when deciding when and where to unload
the conveyables (a term for baggage, parcels, and other items that have to be sorted and
can be carried on a sorter system), although a lot is known about the contents of specific
trailers and/or ULDs. As a result, uncontrolled peak flows for a particular outfeed could
arise, causing it to fill up completely. These overloaded outfeeds may reduce the capacity
(measured in sorted conveyables per hour) or at least increase material handling costs.

When an outfeed is full, a sorter in line configuration transports the conveyables to the
outfeed for unsorted conveyables, which is a large catchment area downstream the sorter
system. The capacity of the sorter system is indirectly reduced, because the unsorted
conveyables have to be re-loaded onto the sorter system for a second delivery attempt.
The other solution is that a worker manually delivers the conveyable to the right outfeed,
but this significantly increases material handling costs. In a sorter system with a loop
configuration, a full outfeed results in recirculation, i.e. the conveyable is transported
through the entire sorter system again for a second delivery attempt. This reduces the
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sorter capacity directly, since a recirculating conveyable claims space that otherwise could
have been used for another conveyable. In this context, balancing the workload over
outfeeds may help reducing the overload incidents and thereby reduce recirculation. This
in turn could increase the operational peak capacity on existing systems or reduce the
required design capacity for future sorter systems. Therefore, the main problem we try
to tackle is how to schedule the unloading operations of inbound containers using the
knowledge about their contents, in order to identify and minimize peak flows in AMHSs.

Incoming ULDs at an airport contain either transfer baggage or reclaim baggage that
is transported on dedicated unloading conveyors. We do not consider the flow of reclaim
baggage further as it is not critical, and not part of the flow on the main sorter system.
In addition to baggage from ULDs, there are bags arriving from check-in desks. As these
arrivals are random and unpredictable, we treat them in our model as an uncontrollable
inflow. Baggage handling systems also have a storage function for early baggage. When
the make-up for a flight is ‘open’, one or more lateral (a type of outfeed conveyor frequently
used in baggage handling) are assigned to handle the baggage for this flight. The baggage
belonging to this flight is retrieved from the early bag storage (EBS) and merges with
baggage already in transport on the sorter system to arrive at the destined make-up areas.
In parcel & postal the temporary storage facilities are not in use: in parcel & postal an
outfeed is usually assigned to a single destination during the entire shift. As a result,
items in parcel & postal can always be assigned, and delivered, to their outfeeds. Whereas
in baggage handling, an outfeed is assigned to multiple flights during the day, and so it is
not always possible to deliver an arriving item to an outfeed. Actually, it is common that
the outfeed is not yet known upon arrival.

Using a sufficient level of aggregation, Figure 2 presents a combined process model for
sorter systems in both industries. In this model, we can set the uncontrollable flow equal
to zero to model a parcel & postal sorter system, where no uncontrollable flow of check-in
items exist. Likewise, a zero capacity temporary storage models a parcel & postal sorter.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a literature review
of relevant studies. Section 3 develops the advanced dynamic load balancing algorithm
that builds on state-of-the-art scheduling approaches for sorter systems. Section 4 further
extends the algorithm to deal with priority containers and delayable containers. Section 5
presents the experimental setup and the results of computational experiments. Finally,
Section 6 ends with concluding remarks.

2 Literature Review

The ‘parcel hub scheduling problem’ (PHSP), introduced by (McWilliams, Stanfield, &
Geiger, 2005), is one of the first problems that focusses solely on the scheduling of inbound
trailers. In this paper, but also in later research, they use a fairly simple parcel sorting hub
with three unloading docks and 9 loading docks. McWilliams et al. (2005) use a sorter
system in line configuration, where they try to minimise the makespan of the sorting
process. They use a simulation-based scheduling algorithm (SBSA), which is based on a
genetic algorithm (GA), to solve the problem. They show that their approach is superior
to the arbitrary scheduling (ARB) approach, which randomly assigns available containers
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Figure 2: Combined Process Model

to available infeeds. McWilliams (2005) shows that similar results can be achieved using
iterative local search or simulated annealing techniques. McWilliams (2009a) aims for
an approach to balance the workload on the loading docks. He solves small problems to
optimality using a binary minimax programming model. For big problem instances, he uses
a genetic algorithm that outperforms the SBSA and ARB approaches used in McWilliams
et al. (2005). A drawback of this approach is that due to the minimax problem, there may
exist many optimal solutions in a very large non-convex solution space. McWilliams (2010)
shows in further research that iterative approaches, such as simulated annealing and local
search, provide solutions that are on average 6% better than the solutions provided by the
genetic algorithm, although large problems require more time to solve.

Recently, McWilliams (2009b) developed a relatively simple dynamic load balancing
algorithm (DLBA). Where the other algorithms require information on all trailers in a
particular shift, this algorithm only requires knowledge of the trailers that are waiting to be
assigned to an unloading dock. He finds that this simple algorithm performs much better
than random assignments (makespan reduction of 15%). Furthermore, it appears that this
DLBA is generally better (makespan reduction of 8%) in large complex problems than
the approach of McWilliams (2010). However, a number of restrictive assumptions, e.g.,
concerning the arrival and departure processes and (un)loading speed, limit the practical
application of the DLBA.

A problem close to ours is the crossdocking problem, for which Cohen and Keren (2009)
develop an algorithm given forklifts as the mean of freight transport. The algorithm does
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not suit our problem where conveyors are the mean of transport. Although a crossdock is
defined as a no-inventory sorting facility, many studies explicitly use temporary storage.
Li, Low, Shakeri, and Lim (2009) consider the situation in which the floorspace in the
centre of the facility is used to temporarily store products. Li et al. study a problem where
each inbound trailer is also an outbound trailer that has to be loaded directly after it has
been unloaded, unlike our problem. They use a heuristic based on the parallel uniform
scheduling problem. Yu and Egbelu (2008) focus on coping with the possibilities of limited
intermediate storage, by scheduling the inbound and outbound operations of a crossdock
to minimise the makespan of the operation. They provide both a mathematical model
to solve the scheduling problem to optimality and a quite extensive heuristic algorithm.
However, their approach requires a number of restrictive and unrealistic assumptions,
e.g., all trailers are available at the start of the operation and the unloading sequence of
products from an inbound trailer can be determined.

McAree, Bodin, and Ball (2002) test the Bin and Rack Assignment Model (BRAM)
using a realistic case from a large package sort facility. This algorithm was specifically
designed for air terminals where inbound ULDs are assigned to bins to be broken into
individual pallets. The main goal of McAree et al. is to minimize the operational cost.
Because the BRAM is too complex to solve, they develop a new algorithm that finds a
solution by iteratively solving the Bin Assignment Model (BAM) and Rack Assignment
Model (RAM), both of which are mixed integer programs (MIPs). McAree, Bodin, Ball,
and Segars (2006) find solutions for the different layouts with running times ranging from
few minutes to few hours, which is quite fast for large scale investment decisions, but too
slow for online scheduling decisions.

Gue (1999) determines which docks to use for unloading and which for loading in a
crossdock facility. The author uses a simple algorithm based on scheduling rules and logic
similar to that in the approaches of McWilliams (2009b) and Yu and Egbelu (2008).

Werners and Wülfing (2010) consider a more complicated sorter system. In their model
of a Deutsche Post parcel sorting centre, each parcel is unloaded at an unloading dock,
sorted into a chute and then assigned to a loading dock. Werners and Wülfing aim at
minimizing the total transport effort, i.e. reducing the total distance travelled on the
sorters. In order to solve this large complex problem, they hierarchically decompose the
problem into two subproblems. Werners and Wülfing show that their approach ensures a
balanced workload over the different areas in the sorting centre, whilst providing robust
solutions. However, they do not discuss the inbound unloading process, they solely focus
on scheduling the outbound process.

In the baggage handling field, Robusté and Daganzo (1992) provide an extensive over-
view of the possible presorting strategies, whilst aiming at minimising baggage handling
costs. They model the baggage handling process in detail, by specifying for each strategy
the number of moves (for each bag, staff member, container, etc.) and determining the
resulting costs of this strategy. Robusté and Daganzo conclude that airlines could achieve
significant cost reductions if they would segregate the baggage for the larger destinations
at the origin airport.

Abdelghany, Abdelghany, and Narasimhan (2006) address another problem that recently
received a lot of attention, which is the outbound assignment problem, i.e. assigning
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outfeeds (make-up areas) to specific flights. Frey, Artigues, Kolisch, and Lopez (2010)
apply a mathematical approach for a ‘baggage handling system scheduling problem’. They
consider a baggage handling facility with an EBS system, and assign flights to workstations
and carousels. They solve a decomposed problem to determine when to retrieve bags
from the EBS. This problem could be converted into a scheduling problem for inbound
containers, but there are two main limitations due to: First, the assumption that full
knowledge is available is not fullfilled. Second, the runtime of the algorithm is too long.

Although not entirely related to the scheduling and assignment literature, Hallenborg
(2007) presents an interesting approach to determine the ‘urgency’ of a bag. Although
he focusses on agents-based scheduling in DCV (Destination Coded Vehicles) baggage
handling systems, the urgency equation of a bag may be useful for us to determine the
urgency of a container of bags. Hallenborg proposes an approach where a bag becomes
urgent when it has a time allowance below a threshold Ut remaining, before the destined
make-up lateral closes (cutoff time). Umax is the maximum time a bag can have before
cutoff. Now if the total travel time until the DCV arrives at its destination is t, the
urgency u of the bag is determined using the following equation:

u =

⎧⎨
⎩

1

t2
t < Ut

1

(Umax−Ut)
2

(−t2 + 2Ut · t− U2
t

)
t ≥ Ut

(1)

When the time until cutoff decreases, urgency increases at a decreasing rate until it is
0 at time Ut. From that time on, the bag becomes urgent, its urgency increases at an
increasing rate until it is infinity when the make-up area closes, i.e. when t = 0. This
approach may provide a good solution to determine which containers need to be unloaded
first in order to ensure that their contents are indeed timely sorted.

From our literature review, we conclude that there is no instant solution to our problem,
but we find the parcel hub scheduling problem (McWilliams et al., 2005), especially the
Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithm (DLBA) by McWilliams (2009b), to be the most
relevant study from different points of view. First, the DLBA is an online algorithm that
does not require full knowledge about incoming containers, but uses existing knowledge
about containers that are already at the sorting hub. Second, it is a relatively simple and
fast approach, which can be implemented in practice. Third, McWilliams (2009b) reports
impressive reductions in the makespan of the sorting operation. Finally, it represents a
good starting point, being an approach that can accommodate extentions, and adaptation
to the baggage handling industry. Section 3 builds further on this conclusion.

3 Advanced Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithm

McWilliams (2009b) propose the Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithm (DLBA) to solve the
Parcel Hub Scheduling Problem (PHSP) by McWilliams et al. (2005). The DLBA aims at
balancing the workload over the different outfeeds, in order to minimise the probability of
an outfeed being overloaded. Based on our literature review, we find that this is the state-
of-the-art approach that may act as a starting point for our online scheduling problem.
Our problem has two main additional issues to research. First, the assumption of inbound
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and outbound containers with equal priority, does not hold for the baggage handling
industry where flights, and as a result bags, have different deadlines. Second, the DLBA
assumes zero internal transport times on the sorter. As a result, a parcel unloaded from a
truck on an infeed is immediately loaded onto another truck at an outfeed. Note that the
assumption of zero internal transport times is no stronger restriction than equal and fixed
internal transport times between any infeed-outfeed pair. This restriction might be a valid
simplification for sorter systems with certain configurations, or generally speaking, when
unloading a container requires much more time than the internal transport of items on the
sorter. However, this may not hold for all sorter systems, especially not for large baggage
handling systems where a ULD (40 bags) can be unloaded in less than 5 minutes onto a
large sorter systems with loop configuration, multiple infeed areas, and route complexities.

In this section, we develop the DLBA into an advanced dynamic load balancing al-
gorithm (ADLBA), which takes (unequal) transport times into account. The DLBA only
has to keep track of the total number of items in the system destined for a specific outfeed.
The assumption is that as long as the total number of items in the sorting process for each
of the outfeeds was more or less equal, the resulting workload would be balanced. Incor-
porating transport times means that the workload should not only be balanced over the
different outfeeds, but also over time. Determining for each outfeed at each point in time
the expected outflow (the number of items that arrive at the chute) indicates whether the
capacity of the outfeed is exceeded or not. However, not only the volume of excess items
is relevant, but also the rate at which these excess items arrive is important. Therefore,
we use the squared value of excess flows as an optimisation criterion to heavily penalise
large excess flows. Another possible goal function would be a minimax goal function that
minimises the maximum excess figure. Drawback of this approach is that a solution in
which one outfeed exceeds its capacity by n+ 1 items is considered worse than a solution
in which all outfeeds exceed their capacity by n items, whereas in the latter case many
more items are forced to recirculate. Determining the squared excess outflow continuously,
is impractical. A computationally less challenging approach, is to use time buckets. In
the time bucket approach, we determine for each item in which time bucket it is likely to
arrive at the outfeed. The size of the time buckets is an important model parameter, for it
affects the level of detail that can be achieved. In order to achieve sufficient detail, a time
bucket size of 1 minute is used. This is approximately a quarter of the time required to
unload a single ULD and more or less equal to the smallest distance between an infeed and
outfeed in sorter systems under study. Using time buckets of 1 minute provides sufficient
detail but also results in valid and meaningful outflows. A concept related to time buckets
is container segments, where we divide the load of each container into fictitious segments
of equal size, each needing exactly one time bucket to be unloaded.

By including the internal transport times, the formal problem description (FPD) in-
creases in complexity from the integer linear program for the PHSP McWilliams (2010)
provides. Unlike the PHSP, for our problem infeeds are not identical. Therefore, it is
important to know at which infeed a container is docked, since travel times to outfeeds
can differ amongst infeeds. Equations 2 to 7 provide the FPD of the problem for which
the ADLBA was designed. Table 1 provides a full overview of the notation.
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U set of unload docks, (u ∈ U)

L set of load docks, (l ∈ L)

T set of time buckets, (t ∈ T )

C set of inbound containers, (c ∈ C)

Sc number of time buckets (segments) needed to unload container c

Fl outflow capacity for load dock l [items per hour]

fcl number of parcels in container c destined for load dock l

tul travel time from unload dock u to load dock l [time buckets]

xcsut 1 if container c, segment s, is assigned to unload dock u in time bucket t, 0 otherwise

EFlt excess outflow at load dock l in time bucket t

EFtot total squared excess outflow

Table 1: Notation for the formal problem description of the ADLBA

minimise EFtot =
∑
t∈T

∑
l∈L

(EFlt)
2 (2)

subject to
∑
c∈C

Sc∑
s=1

xcsut ≤ 1 ∀ t, u (3)

∑
u∈U

∑
t∈T

xcsut = 1 ∀ c, s (4)

Sc · xc1ut −
Sc∑
s=1

xcsu(t+s−1) = 0 ∀ c, u, t (5)

∑
c∈C

Sc∑
s=1

∑
u∈U

(
fcl
Sc

xcsu(t−tul)

)
− Fl ≤ EFlt ∀ l, u, t>tul (6)

xcsut ∈ {0, 1} ∀ c, s, u, t (7)

The objective function 2 sums the squared value of the excess outflow EF over all
the load docks and time buckets. Constraint 3 ensures that each unloading dock is used
by at most one container segment per time bucket, where a container is divided into
Sc segments of equal size, such that in one time bucket each unload dock can unload
exactly one container segment. Constraints 4 and 5 are similar to the ones proposed by
McWilliams (2010), except for the addition of the index u for the unload docks. The
combination of the two still ensures that each container segment is assigned exactly once,
and that a container is emptied in successive time buckets. The first term of constraint 6
incorporates the internal transport times tul. In order to measure the outflow at load dock
l at time t the flows that were generated by the unloading docks at time t − tul have to
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be used. The second term of constraint 6 ensures that outflows that exceed the capacity
Fl force the value of EFlt to be positive. Finally, Constraint 7 ensures that all decision
variables are binary. This mathematical model merely describes the static form of the
problem. In order to solve it, we need full knowledge about incoming containers which
is unrealistic, and would lead to an intractable problem. We could also solve this model
repeatedly, e.g., whenever a sufficient number of containers arrive, but this is impractical
because the solution of already assigned containers may change, and delays in dispatching
containers would occur due to waiting container arrivals and solving time of the model.
As a result, a dynamic approach, i.e., the ADLBA, is preferred.

The main idea of the ADLBA is to extend the DLBA by incorporating internal travel
times, but still does not incorporate possible traffic delays on the sorter. Moreover, we
make both algorithms applicable to a baggage handling scenario. To do so, we need to
update the system information according to arrivals occuring in real-time. This proceeds
as follows (refer to Table 2 for an overview of notations): first, to process a checked-in
item using the DLBA, we increase the counter for the item’s destination by one as soon as
it is identified in the system, i.e., announced. However, the ADLBA also determines the
expected arrival time at the destined outfeed (TBstart):

TBstart =

⌈
ac+ tCI + tio

tb

⌉
(8)

where ac denotes the current time in seconds and a delay time tCI is added, because items
are announced before they actually arrive at the check-in infeed of the main sorter. tio rep-
resents the time that is required to transport the item from the infeed to the corresponding
outfeed, i.e. the outfeed to which the item’s destination is assigned. The numerator thus
indicates the exact time at which the item would arrive at the outfeed, assuming no traffic
delays. Dividing this time by the size of a time bucket tb and rounding down then adding
1, provides the time bucket index at which the item would arrive. Finally, the variable
FLOW (TB, o), which keeps track of the expected outflow, is updated (Figure 3a).

Second, to request items from the EBS (when their destination is assigned to an out-
feed), the DLBA only requires knowledge about which destination (d) is assigned to which
outfeed (o). However, the ADLBA also requires information about the number of items
in the EBS for this destination (EBSd) and the travel time from the EBS to the outfeed.
Figure 3b shows the procedure to update the expected outflows when items are requested
from the EBS. For the travel time the notation tio is used, as the EBS is modeled as a
special type of infeed. Based on this information the first (TBstart) and last (TBend) time
bucket in which the items are expected to arrive at the outfeed are determined using:

TBstart =

⌈
ac+ 1

Fi/3600
+ tio

tb

⌉
(9)

TBend =

⌈
ac+ 1

Fi/3600
·EBSd + tio

tb

⌉
(10)

Because the information has to be updated before the items have entered the sorter system,
first the time required to put one item on the conveyor is added to the current time ac.
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ac current time [sec]

tio internal transport time from infeed i to outfeed o [sec]

tCI
time between announcement of check-in items and actual arrival on
infeed conveyor [sec]

tb length of one time bucket [sec]

TB counter for time buckets

TBstart first time bucket in which items arrive at an outfeed

TBend last time bucket in which items arrive at an outfeed

TBflow number of items that arrive at an outfeed during one time bucket

Cd number of items for destination d inside a container

Ctot total number of items inside a container

EBSd number of items in EBS with destination d

FLOW (TB, o) expected outflow at time bucket TB for outfeed o

FLOWc expected outflow if container c is assigned to the selected infeed

FLOWi expected outflow if the selected container is assigned to infeed i

Table 2: Notation for ADLBA equations

As each infeed processes Fi items per hour, which in the case of the EBS is the rate at
which items can be retrieved from storage, the time required to unload one item is 3600

Fi

seconds. This, again, ensures that the numerator of equation 9 displays the exact time
bucket in which the first of all items in the EBS is expected to arrive at the outfeed. The
last item arrives after all items have been retrieved from the EBS.

For the check-in flow, determining how many items to add was simple, each time a single
item arrived and thus one had to be added. For the flow from the EBS, the procedure
assumes that the items arrive at the sorter homogeneously over the different time buckets.
The number of items that arrive per time bucket (TBflow) is therefore:

TBflow =
EBSd

TBend − TBstart + 1
(11)

The only thing that remains for the procedure is to add the value of TBflow to each
TB from TBstart up to and including TBend.

Another event common to both industries, is when the dispatcher decides to dock a
specific container at an outfeed. In this case, an approach similar to the one used for the
EBS is applied. For each possible destination, the assigned outfeed o and the values of
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TBstart, TBend, and TBflow are determined (Figure 3c) using the following equations:

TBstart =

⌈
ac+ 1

Fi/3600
+ tio

tb

⌉
(12)

TBend =

⌈
ac+ 1

Fi/3600
· Ctot + tio

tb

⌉
(13)

TBflow =
Cd

TBend − TBstart + 1
(14)

The time required for unloading
(

1
Fi/3600

· Ctot seconds
)
thus depends on all items inside

the container, whilst the flow arriving at a specific outfeed depends only on the destinations
that are assigned to this outfeed.

item announced
at check-in

determine o and for this item

increase FLOW( , ) by one

TB

TB o
start

start

END

(a) item announced at infeed

destination assigned
to outfeed o

determine TB TB TBstart end flow, , and

for each time bucket
between

TB

TB TB

FLOW TB o TB
start end

flow

and

increase ( , ) by
END

(b) items requested from EBS

container docked
at infeed i

determine for each destination
the corresponding outfeed ,

the time buckets

d

o

TB TB

TB
start end

flow

and ,

and the expected outflow

update for each destination the outflow,
by

for each time bucket
between

TB

TB TBstart endand

increasing ( , ) byFLOW TB o TBflow
END

(c) container assigned to infeed

Figure 3: ADLBA procedures for updating system information

Ideally, the exact solution requires enumerating the expected excess outflow for each
container-infeed combination, and then selecting the set of container-infeed combinations
that minimise the total excess outflow. Since this approach is computationally expensive,
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a constructive heuristic is proposed: sequentially each available infeed is assigned its best
container, until there is only one container left. If there are still infeeds available, this
container is assigned to the best available one.

Determining the objective value for an assignment decision of a specific container to
a specific infeed, is relatively simple and uses the system information from the FLOW
variable. However, time buckets in past are irrelevant, and information about time buckets
that are relatively far in the future are not reliable, because recirculation and merging
difficulties may alter these predictions. We focus therefore on the expected outflow in the
next 15 minutes. The set TBhoriz denotes all time buckets that are part of the planning
horizon. System information about these time buckets is stored in FLOWic. The effects
of the proposed decision have to be determined by updating the values of FLOWic. This
can easily be done using equations 12 –14 and the procedure for assigning containers to
infeeds explained earlier. Finally, the objective value for each decision can be determined
using equation 15. The best assignment is the assignment with the lowest value of EFic,
which represents the summated square of the excess outflow if container c is assigned to
infeed i. Based on our discussion, Figure 4 presents the ADLBA.

EFic =
∑

TB∈TBhoriz

∑
o∈O

(
max

{
0, FLOWic(TB, o)− Fo · tb

3600

})2

(15)

if infeff ed (s)
availaba le?
if infeed (s)
available?

Container arrives
in queue

Container arrives
in queue

Infeff ed becomes
availaba le

Infeed becomes
available

if container (s)
waiting?

if container (s)
waiting?

ENDEND

No

If at least one
container is waiting
and an infeff ed is
availaba le

If at least one
container is waiting
and an infeed is
available

Yes

ENDENDNo

If one
container is
remaining

If one
container is
remaining

Yes

Select an infeff ed i frff om availaba le infeff edsSelect an infeed i from available infeeds No

Assign to this infeff ed the container with the lowest
objb ective value EF_ic over the planning horizon
Assign to this infeed the container with the lowest
objective value EF_ic over the planning horizon

Yes

Assign this container to the infeff ed with the lowest
objb ective value EF_ic over the planning horizon
Assign this container to the infeed with the lowest
objective value EF_ic over the planning horizon

Yes

Figure 4: Main logic of the ADLBA
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4 Extensions: Urgency & Delayability

Section 3 focussed on the integration of internal travel times in the DLBA. There are,
however, two other issues that should be taken into account when assigning containers to
available infeeds, particularly in baggage handling systems.

4.1 Urgency

Hallenborg (2007) provides an approach to determine a bag’s urgency (Equation 1). We
build on this approach to calculate the urgency of a container of bags. Note that at a
certain point in time, it is physically impossible to transport items through the sorter
system to the correct outfeeds before they close. For our problem, items for destination d
become non-urgent if they have less than a duration of time Uend, remaining before cutoff
time. We set this time duration equal to the internal transport time tio, where i is the
infeed under consideration, and o is the outfeed destination d is assigned to. That is, an
item becomes non-urgent when it cannot be on time, even if it was the first to be unloaded
from a container. Unfortunately, this extension does not suit scheduling approaches that
do not keep track of internal transport times (e.g., DLBA, FCFS, and ARB), for which we
use a fixed value of 5 minutes that is an estimation of the average internal transport times
in our experimented system layouts. Another relevant time threshold is Ustart, where bags
become urgent if they have less than this threshold remaining before cutoff time. Figure 5
shows these time indicators at a certain moment in time t, where td is the remaining time
until the outfeed assigned to destination d closes.

Figure 5: Important time indicators.

We use a relatively simple approach from practice, where each destination is urgent for
30 minutes and Ustart is therefore equal to Uend + 30 minutes. Finally, the urgency of a
destination is modelled in such a way that it starts at zero when a bag has Ustart time
remaining and equals one when it has Uend time remaining. Urgency of a destination d at
some point in time t is thus determined using equation 16.

ud(t) =

{
tio
td

· Ustart−td
Ustart−tio

Uend ≤ td ≤ Ustart

0 otherwise
(16)

To determine the urgency of a container, we propose one of three simple approaches. A
container is assigned either the maximum of all individual item urgencies, the average of
all individual urgencies, or the sum of all individual urgencies. The ‘maximum’ measure
would often fail to correctly differentiate between the urgencies of containers. For instance,
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Search container
foff r infeff ed i

Search container
for infeed i

Determine the urgency of each availaba le container,
and the maximum urgency value

Determine the urgency of each available container,
and the maximum urgency value

Remove containers with urgency less than 75%
of the maximum frff om the set of containers

Remove containers with urgency less than 75%
of the maximum from the set of containers

Use DLBA or ADLBA to
select a container frff om the sets t
Use DLBA or ADLBA to

select a container from the set

Containers
foff und with
urgency>0?

Containers
found with
urgency>0?

Yes

No

Figure 6: Flowchart for Priority Scheduling

if there is one urgent destination, then a container that holds one item for this destination
is as urgent as a container that holds ten. The ‘average’ measure tackles this issue, as the
latter container would have an urgency that is ten times higher than that of the former,
assuming that they contain the same number of items. However, this assumption is the
drawback of this approach, as a container holding only 13 items, provided they are all
urgent, may receive priority over a container in which 14 out of 15 items are urgent. The
‘sum’ approach solves this issue, and so it is used in this research.

Letting Jc denote the subset of items j that are currently in container c and d(j) the
destination of item j, the container urgency can be determined using the sum of individual
urgencies, as follows:

usum =
∑
j∈Jc

ud(j) (17)

In the context of the load balancing, we use the priority algorithm to select a subset of
available containers, to which we apply existing scheduling approaches. In collaboration
with our industrial partner, we decided to disregard containers with urgency less than 75%
of the maximum urgency container. This ensures that a priority container is scheduled,
whilst also balancing the workload over the outfeeds. The DLBA or ADLBA may accom-
modate the priority extension by calling the priority algorithm (Figure 6) when they start
searching for a suitable container for infeed i.

4.2 Delayability

So far, we implicitly assumed that every arriving container joins the queue of waiting
containers that are announced to the dispatcher, who decides which container to unload
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Container arrives in
queue
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Is there
at least one item
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opening time of destinations of contained

items plus one hour

Set container release time as the earliest
opening time of destinations of contained

items plus one hour

Send container to
normal parking
Send container to
normal parking

Send container to remote parking
(delay)

Send container to remote parking
(delay)

Wait until release timeWait until release timeAnnounce container
foff r schedud ling

Announce container
for scheduling

EndEnd

Yes

No

Figure 7: Flowchart for Delayable Scheduling

at which infeed. However, it is possible to temporarily delay specific containers and not
announce them to the dispatcher. This can be advantageous for two reasons: First, many
airports lack infeed capacity during peak hours (usually workdays between 6am – 9am). To
reduce these peaks, we may temporarily park ULDs on a remote ULD yard. If ULDs that
contain only early baggage are delayed, no additional bags miss their flight. In fact, due
to less congestion on the sorter system, it is likely that the number of bags that miss their
flight is even reduced. Second, early baggage items are now stored in relatively expensive
EBS systems. Storing them in a container on the yard is a much cheaper solution. The
decision to delay a container is made upon arrival and is fairly simple. However, to decide
when to bring a container back to the dispatcher, we consider the fact that in the baggage
handling industry, each outfeed is assigned to a destination for approximately three hours.
Therefore, according to experts opinion, we propose to make a container available an hour
after the destination of one of the contained items is assigned to an outfeed, leaving two
hours to sort the item(s) that triggered our decision. The algorithm to delay containers is
executed as soon as a container arrives in the queue (Figure 7).

5 Computational Studies

5.1 Experimental setup

For our experiments, we test the performance of four algorithms: First Come First Served
(FCFS) as a common current practice, arbitrary scheduling (ARB) merely as an academic

benchmark, the DLBA, and the ADLBA. We use the Applied Materials R© AutoMOD
TM

software package, to apply the scheduling approaches on sorter systems. Based on layouts
that are frequently delivered by our industrial partner, we developed three simulation
models of sorter systems with simple traffic control rules implemented to conform to a
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check-in 1 outfeed EBS 1

infeed EBS 1

infeed 1 infeed 2 infeed 3 catchall 1

outfeed 1outfeed 2outfeed 3

(a) Sorter Layout 110

check-in 1 outfeed EBS 1

infeed EBS 1

infeed 1 infeed 2 infeed 3

catchall 1outfeed 4outfeed 5outfeed 6

outfeed 1 outfeed 2 outfeed 3

infeed 6 infeed 5 infeed 4

(b) Sorter Layout 120

check-in 2

outfeed EBS 2

infeed EBS 2 outfeed EBS 1

infeed EBS 1

check-in 1

infeed 1 infeed 2 infeed 3

catchall 2 outfeed 6 outfeed 5 outfeed 4 infeed 6 infeed 5 infeed 4

catchall 1outfeed 1 outfeed 2 outfeed 3

loop 2 loop 1

(c) Sorter Layout 22c

Figure 8: Layouts of Three Test Models

realistic situation. However, we do not invest further in the control logic of sorter systems,
as this study is concerned with inbound operations scheduling and not the system itself.
The simulation models we use are as follows:

• A single sorter in loop configuration with one infeed and one outfeed area, each
consists of three conveyors, one infeed for check-in baggage, and one EBS (Figure 8a).

• A single sorter in loop configuration with two infeed and two outfeed areas, each
consists of three conveyors, one infeed for check-in baggage, and one EBS (Figure 8b).

• Two sorters in loop configuration, each consisting of one infeed and one outfeed area,
which, in turn, consist of three conveyors, one infeed for check-in baggage, and one
EBS. Crossovers, with limited capacity, connect the two sorters (Figure 8c).

We use a tuple notation to identify layouts: number of loops, number of infeed and
outfeed areas, special transport routes. Using c to denote the crossovers and 0 to denote
no specials, the three layouts mentioned above can be identified by the tuples 110, 120,
and 22c. Table 3 provides an overview of the transport capacities of the simulation models.
The catchall outfeed collects items that cannot be sorted due to, e.g., a missed flight.
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items per hour model 110 model 120 model 22c

infeed rate 400 400 400

capacity infeed conveyor 1200 1200 1200

capacity main sorter 3600 7200 3600

capacity outfeed conveyor 1200 1200 1200

outfeed rate 400 400 400

capacity check-in conveyor 1200 2400 1200

capacity EBS crane 400 800 400

capacity crossover - - 1200

Table 3: Capacities per Simulation Model

Regarding datasets, we distinguish both industries based on their specific characteristics,
e.g., the presence or absence of check-in flows or the size of the containers. A second
distinction is based on the quantites of items going to certain destinations inside one
container. A homogeneous distribution means that inside one container, the number of
items for a specific destination is nearly the same for all destinations. A heterogeneous
distribution means that some containers hold significantly more items for destination a
and others hold more items for destination b. Based on these classifications, four scenarios
are constructed:

• parcel & postal industry, homogeneous distribution (PP-even);

• parcel & postal industry, heterogeneous distribution (PP-uneven);

• baggage handling industry, homogeneous distribution (BHS-even); and

• baggage handling industry, heterogeneous distribution (BHS-uneven).

Table 4 provides an overview of the selected values for the scenario parameters. Note
that we generate unrealistically high loads on baggage handling sorters, which can occur
only in high peak hours. We do so to better test the impact under hard operational
conditions. For our simulation model setup, i.e., the size of confidence interval and num-
ber of replications for each simulation experiment, we follow the sequential procedure for
terminating simulations, proposed by Law and Kelton (2000).

Because of the differences between the two industries, it is not possible to define one
single key performance indicator (KPI). There is, however, in both industries a clear notion
of what defines a better solution. Airports are mainly interested in one aspect of baggage
handling systems: the number of bags that do not catch their flight as a result of a failing
sorter system, also known as missorted bags. In parcel & postal, however, focus is on
throughput. Throughput is generally defined as the number of correctly sorted parcels per
hour. In addition to the described KPIs, we report on other performance indicators (PIs)
that are of interest. Table 5 provides a full overview of the (key) performance indicators
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PP-even PP-uneven BHS-even BHS-uneven

destinations [#] 3 3 6 6

containers [#] 25 25 70 70

interarrival time [sec]
lb 250 250 900 900
ub 325 325 1500 1500

parcels in container [#]
lb 100 100 20 20
ub 150 150 30 30

batchsize [#]
lb 1 1 4 4
ub 1 1 6 6

container types [#] 1 4 2 8

(a) Model 110

PP-even PP-uneven BHS-even BHS-uneven

destinations [#] 6 6 12 12

containers [#] 50 50 150 150

interarrival time [sec]
lb 100 100 800 800
ub 188 188 1400 1400

parcels in container [#]
lb 100 100 20 20
ub 150 150 30 30

batchsize [#]
lb 1 1 8 8
ub 1 1 10 10

container types [#] 1 7 2 14

(b) Model 120

PP-even PP-uneven BHS-even BHS-uneven

destinations [#] 6 6 12 12

containers [#] 50 50 150 150

interarrival time [sec]
lb 100 100 800 800
ub 188 188 1400 1400

parcels in container [#]
lb 100 100 20 20
ub 150 150 30 30

batchsize [#]
lb 1 1 8 8
ub 1 1 10 10

container types [#] 1 7 2 14

(c) Model 22c

Table 4: Scenario Parameters per Simulation Model
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performance indicator unit PP BHS

Throughput items per hour iph
√

Missort rate items per thousand � √

Avg container waiting time minutes min
√ √

Max number of waiting containers #
√ √

Recirculation rate recirculations per item rpi
√ √

Max number of items in EBS #
√

Table 5: (Key) Performance Indicators

and their measurement units. Furthermore, it shows the relevance of the performance
indicators for each of the industries.

5.2 Results

We distinguish between statistical significance and operational significance when compar-
ing results of different algorithms. A difference is statistically significant, when we can
statistically prove it exists with 95% confidence. However, a statistically significant meas-
ure, may not be relevant from an operational perspective, e.g., a statistically significant
difference of 1 item per hour (iph) on throughput in a system sorting thousands of iph
is operationally unimportant. In this research, we say that a difference is ‘operationally
significant’ when it is both statistically significant and large enough to be of interest from
an operational point of view.

In the boxplots used to show results, the central rectangle spans the first quartile to the
third quartile. The segment inside the rectangle shows the median and the two ‘whiskers’
indicate the limits of the 95% confidence interval. Finally, ‘+’ symbols indicate outliers.

5.2.1 Parcel & Postal

For the evenly distributed scenario in parcel & postal, the simulation studies show that
for model 110 and 120 there is no statistical difference between any of the scheduling
approaches (Figures 9a and 9b). However, Figure 9c shows that for model 22c the ADLBA
approach outperforms all others, with a throughput that is approximately 25 items per
hour (1.5%) higher. The original DLBA performs statistically just as well as FCFS and
ARB and is therefore not considered to be an improvement. A possible explanation to this
behaviour is related to the infeed assignment problem. FCFS, ARB, and DLBA assign a
container to an available infeed, irrespective of its location on the sorter system, and when
containers are homogeneous there is nothing to optimize or to balance for an approach
like the DLBA. However, the ADLBA assigns the containers to infeeds that are selected
based on the load balancing criterion. Therefore, although containers look similar, the
ADLBA still tries to balance the workload over the two separate sorters, and over time,
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giving more room for improvement.

For the unevenly distributed parcel & postal scenario, the simulation studies show that
the load balancing algorithms (DLBA and ADLBA) do indeed outperform the FCFS and
ARB for all the simulation models (Figure 10). Particularly, the DLBA proves to be an
interesting approach, as it outperforms FCFS by 11, 52, and 63 items per hour (1.4, 3.7,
and 4.5%) for models 110, 120, and 22c respectively. As now containers are differentiable,
the original DLBA proves to be a better scheduling approach than the newly developed
ADLBA for all models, although only from a statistical point of view. For model 110, 120,
and 22c the differences are respectively 6, 15, and 18 items per hour (0.8, 1.0, and 1.3%).

The simulation studies also show that some interesting results can be achieved regarding
the waiting containers. The DLBA is able to reduce the maximum number of containers in
the queue, compared to FCFS, by 0.5, 2.5, and 2.7 (4.8, 11.3, and 12.5%) for models 110,
120 and 22c respectively. The results of the latter two models, in particular, suggest that
significant reductions in required yard space could be achieved. Furthermore, the results
show that the DLBA is able to significantly reduce the average waiting time of a container.
Specifically, the reductions for model 120 and 22c, approximately 10 minutes and just over
20% of the original waiting time, are impressive. For the maximum number of waiting
containers as well as the average waiting time per container, the ADLBA performs just
under, with reductions approximately half of those achieved by the DLBA.

5.2.2 Baggage Handling

In baggage handling we also test the extensions of the algorithms, where we use the suffixes
‘p’ and ‘d’ to indicate the priority and delayability extensions respectively in Figures 11
and 12 and the discussion below.

There are main points that make results here incomparable to parcel & postal: First,
the contents of the containers differ in destinations of the items, the number of items
contained, and more important in priority (for baggage handling containers). Second,
focus is now on missort rate, which is a different KPI. Third, in a parcel sorter system, the
impact of assignment decisions are directly realized because parcels are sorted immediately
to outfeeds, but in baggage handling there is the storage function and flights schedules
that heavily influences the flow.

For the evenly distributed baggage handling problem, the ADLBA approach is preferred
in model 110, as it outperforms DLBA by 0.4 permillage point (7.0%). In model 120, FCFS
is the best approach: it outperforms DLBA by 1.7 permillage point (2.5%). Finally, in
model 22c, the DLBA is now the better approach. It outperforms FCFS and the ADLBA
by 2.8 and 2.5 permillage point (18.4 and 16.3%) respectively. The explanation used for
the parcel & postal industry might be applicable in this case as well. The ADLBA appears
to bring some benefit for problems where there is no clear differentiations in the data. It
is, however, important to realise that the differences in model 110 and 120 are hardly
operationally significant. In other words, although the ADLBA and FCFS provide better
results for these models, it is not worth the effort to switch approaches.

The priority extension improves the results of the DLBA and ADLBA approach. The
differences between approaches with and without the ‘p’-extension are often only statistical
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Figure 9: Throughput using the PP-even Scenario
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Figure 10: Throughput using the PP-uneven Scenario
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Figure 11: Missort rate using the BHS-even Scenario
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and not operational significant though. On the other hand, the ‘d’-extension tremendously
improves the performance of the sorter systems. Generally speaking, this extension reduces
the missort rate by 1.0, 47.6, and 7.3 permillage point (20.8, 68.7, and 50.1%) on model
110, 120, and 22c respectively, when compared with the best performing approach until
now. The extreme increase in performance in model 120 is partly due to the unrealisticly
high missort rates caused by a relatively high workload (70% of outfeed capacity), which
we used on purpose.

The ‘d’-extension also affects the other PIs. For instance, it reduces the required EBS
space by 96, 230, and 204 items (approximately 30% in all cases) for models 110, 120, and
22c respectively. In order to achieve this improvement, the algorithm sends on average 5.6
containers in model 110 and 12.2 in model 120 and 22c to the remote parking.

The analysis suggests that applying the ‘d’-extension in combination with FCFS might
provide results that are comparable to the more complicated scheduling techniques. The
simulation studies show that this is indeed the case for model 110 and 120. In model 22c,
however, the DLBA-pd outperforms FCFS-d by 2.4 permillage point (28.8%) on missort
rate, 2.7 containers (14.9%) on the number of waiting containers, and 1 minute (18.3%)
on container waiting time. These are operationally signficant differences indeed.

In the unevenly distributed baggage handling scenario the differences between the
scheduling approaches become more evident. For models 120 and 22c the DLBA is the best
performing approach; differences compared to FCFS are 2.0 and 4.6 permillage point (3.6
and 29.5%) respectively. The ADLBA is the least suitable approach and is outperformed
operationally by FCFS. All other PIs show no operationally significant difference, except
in model 22c. There, the DLBA reduces the maximum number of waiting containers and
the average container time, compared to FCFS, by 2.3 containers (9.0%) and 2.0 minutes
(14.7%) respectively. We observe that the realizations of internal transport times are not
in line with the estimations made by the ADLBA, especially for larger baggage handling
systems. The highly stochastic and dynamic environment, in addition to the occasionally
used storage function, seem to make the estimations less reliable.

Including the ‘p’-extension does not bring significant improvements. However, the ‘d’-
extension has a positive effect on the performance of the scheduling approaches. In model
110 the ADLBA-pd is clearly the best approach, and outperforms FCFS by 1.7 permil-
lage point (19.6%). In model 120 and 22c the DLBA-pd is the better scoring approach,
outperforming FCFS by 33.1 and 4.4 permillage point (59.0 and 27.9%) respectively. Not
only the key, but also the other PIs are affected by the delayability extension. Even with
FCFS the delayability extension is able to reduce the maximum number of waiting con-
tainers and average container waiting time in model 110 by 1.5 containers (17.5%) and
2.2 minutes (32.3%) respectively. The DLBA-pd is the best approach for models 120 and
22c. Compared to FCFS the maximum number of waiting containers is reduced by 4.4
and 1.7 containers (27.3 and 6.9%) respectively and, in addition, the DLBA-pd reduces
the average container waiting time by respectively 2.5 and 2.9 minutes (44.6 and 20.5%).
Furthermore the simulation studies show that both workload balancing approaches are
able to reduce the required EBS space by 97, 213, and 198 items (approximately 40%) for
model 110, 120, and 22c respectively, by sending on average 5.6, 12.2 and 12.2 containers
to the remote parking.
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Figure 12: Missort rate using the BHS-uneven Scenario
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6 Conclusion

The results show that the newly developed ADLBA is only interesting for parcel & postal
sorter systems where the distribution of items over the destinations is more or less identical
for each origin. In that case an increase in throughput, although limited, can be achieved
for more complex sorter systems. However, in relatively simple sorter systems, the ADLBA
is not likely to contribute to the performance, probably because in such systems internal
transport times are also similar. As soon as containers become more differentiable, the ori-
ginal DLBA outperforms not only the current practice FCFS, but also the newly developed
ADLBA in all simulation models.

For both baggage handling scenarios the results show that the workload balancing ap-
proaches DLBA and ADLBA do indeed improve the performance of sorter systems. Again
the ADLBA is the preferred solution when the differences between data instances are only
marginal, i.e. small sorter systems and containers that are much alike. The DLBA is
preferred for situations where the differences are much more obvious, i.e. heterogeneous
containers in larger and more complicated sorter systems. This makes us recommend the
original DLBA as we adapted it for baggage handling sorter systems, because in this in-
dustry containers are more likely to be heterogeneous, and the need for smarter scheduling
approaches is for the more complex systems, i.e., at air hubs. In general, the ADLBA uses
an approach that is too detailed in a highly stochastic environment, and so when the con-
tainers are heterogeneous the DLBA performs well while the ADLBA only overschedules
the problem, at least in the layouts we tested. Therefore, we find it wise not to schedule
inbound containers based on detailed modeling of sorter systems (e.g., ADLBA), but to
apply simpler approaches (e.g., DLBA) and invest more in the control rules and algorithms
of the sorter system itself (and the EBS), which will be part of our future research.

Actually, the major improvements are achieved by the delayability extension we de-
veloped. The effects of the priority extension are often operationally insignificant, but the
delayability extension shows that impressive improvements on all PIs are possible. Hence,
we recommend applying the delayability extension in practice, it is interesting that it is
applicable as an add-on to current scheduling tools, since we were able to get significant
improvements from implementing delayability even with the FCFS approach.
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